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Fay Rhodes retires
after years at UAH
Cameron Lee
Rodgers

By Jennifer
Roberts

News Writer
On Wednesday,
March 22, students
and staff had the op
portunity to honor
Mrs. Fay Rhodes in
appreciation for her
ten years of service as
Executive Secretary
for the Student Gov
ernment Association
(SGA) and The Asso
ciation for Campus
Entertainment (ACE).
Fay's continuous
dedication was re
membered at the cel
ebration. Present at
the event were former
SGA officers and ACE
Directors who at
tended to honor her.
Also in attendance
were current mem-

Dr. Laurel Bollinger named
as first Union Grove Scholar
News Editor

Fay Rhodes
bers of both student
led groups as well as
staff and faculty
members of UAH.
Fay will best be re
membered for the
maternal care and ad
vice that she was al
ways willing to share
with the students
who came into her of
fice. As an example,

See Retires,
page 14

Dr.
Laurel
Bollinger was re
cently named Union
Grove Scholar at
UAH for her paper
"Heart versus Con
science: The Lan
guages of Morality
in Adventures of
Huckleberry Finn."
Dr. Bollinger will be
presenting her paper
at the Union Grove
Gallery on Friday,
April 7th at 1:00pm.
At the event, the pa
per will be discussed
by three student
panelists. The ses
sion will be moder
ated by Dr. Richard
Moore of the English

Department. All are
invited to attend the
event.
Dr. Bollinger was
nominated for the
honor by Dr. Peter
Meister, Associate
Professor of Foreign
Languages and Lit
eratures at UAH. Dr.
Bollinger, as well as
the other nominees,
was required to sub
mit a copy of her pa
per and an essay that
describes the impor
tance of her research.
As Dr. Bollinger
stated, "My paper
deals with one of the
central critical issues
in discussions of Ad
ventures of Huckleberry
Finn: the 'failed' end
ing of the novel. Be
cause the novel is of

Dr. Laurel Bollinger is named Union GroveScholar. (Photo
by Leslie Casey)

ten seen to address is
sues of high moral se
riousness, despite its
largely comedic pre
sentation, the novel's
end is often seen as
significant decline
into straight bur
lesque."
Being
named
Union Grove Scholar

is not Dr. Bollinger's
only recent achieve
ment. At the begin
ning of this academic
year, she
was
granted tenure and
named Associate
Professor of English.

See Bollinger,
page 14

SGA candidates announced for 2000 election
By Jennifer
Roberts
News Editor
The elections for
Student Government
Association are right
around the corner.
They will take place
April 12-13th from
9am to 6pm in the
University Center, the
Administrative Sci
ence building, and
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Technology Hall.
In the SGA elec
tions for this term,
current SGA mem
bers Jason Back and
Dale Jobes are run
ning on the same
ticket for the execu
tive offices of presi
dent and vice-presi
dent, respectively.
Also on the ballot for
executive office are
SGA members James
"Kodi" Kodrowski
and Geof Morris, who
afe running for presi
dent and vice-presi
dent, respectively.
Below are quotes
from each of the four
aforementioned can
didates:
"This past term in

SGA, I served as the
finance officer. I feel
my greatest contribu
tion to students was
the successful propo
sition of the first SGA
budget increase in
five years."—Jason
Back
"During my term
as vice-president, I
will work on lower
ing tuition through
the Higher Education
Partnership, Greek
housing, student par
ticipation, and keep
ing our excellent pro
fessors, while gaining
more excellent profes
sors."—Dale Jobes
"Geof and I work
well together. We
have over six years of

experience in SGA be
tween us. UAH stu
dents come first. Elect
us and come see us.
You will be heard."—
James
"Kodi"
Kodrowski
"I believe that I am
the most experienced
candidate on the bal
lot. This will be my
fourth year involved
with SGA here at
UAH, and since I
wrote the new SGA
Constitution, I feel
that I have the experi
ence and knowledge
base to provide strong
leadership for the
new year. My goal for
SGA is this: Serving,
Giving, Assisting."—
Geof Morris

The following is a
list of the college leg
islators who are run
ning for office this
term:
College of Administrative Science
(vote for 4)
Beth Russell
Cameron Rodgers
Eric Konieczny
Jared Chafin
Nathan Carlisle
Paul Lindgrin
Jennifer Hale
David Halliwill
College of Engi
neering (vote for 6)
Allen Pike
Katelyn Dunn
Michael Baum
Balamurugan
Marimuthu
Anthony Holden

College of Liberal
Arts (vote for 4)
Jennifer Sharp
Sally Stewart
Nicholas Hughes
Matt Foster
Jeremy Cameron
Jennifer Fox
Will Duckworth
Michael Slaton
Julie Crowder
J. Caleb Clanton
Christina Vanzandt
Allison Caputo
Ian Fletcher
Jennifer Roberts
College of Nursing
(vote for 2)
Angela Hampton
Layla Amiri
Tracy Petrik

See Candidates,
page 14
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UAH international
student reminds all
Americans to value
the freedoms in US
By Bettina
Phillips
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NASA scientists awarded grants
By Bala
Marimuthu
News Writer
NASA recently
awarded five Ala
bama scientists more
than $ 1.5 million in
grants for research in
Material Science.
These scientists will
study materials from
semiconductors to
glasses. Four of the
winners belong to
NASA's Marshall
Space Hight Center in
Huntsville.
Dr. Don Giles,
NASA's discipline
scientist for Material
Science and a grant
winner
said,

"Progress in civiliza
tion has been greatly
influenced by the ad
vent of new materials.
By subtracting grav
ity from the equation
we are better able to
see what is happening
as a material is pro
duced."
Researchers from
UAH, UAB, Oak
Ridge National Labo
ratory in Oak Ridge,
Tennessee, the Uni
versities Space Re
search Association in
Huntsville, and grant
recipient Dr. ChingHua Su of the
Marshall center—are
part of a team that
will study high qual

ity, semiconductor
crystal production.
Also,
Dr.
Konstantin Mazuruk
of the Marshall center
is studying the use of
magnetic fields to
control convection
and improve semi
conductor quality.
The last of the four
Huntsville recipients
is Dr. Edwin Ethridge
of the Marshall center,
who is investigating
the production of a
unique glass for fiber
optic cables to trans
mit telephone and In
ternet signals across
continents or oceans.
The glass called
ZBLAN is made from

heavy metals such as
Zinc or Lanthanum
and metals combined
with Fluorine. Im
proved ZBLAN fibers
could eliminate the
need for expensive
signal amplifiers re
quired for today's un
dersea cables.
NASA selected a
total of sixty-five re
searchers nationwide
to receive grants total
ing approximately
$22 million.
Sixty of these
grants are to conduct
ground-based re
search while the re
maining are to pre
pare experiments for
flight.

tages.
"The fact that you
realize
you are free
News Writer
gives you confidence
With energetic ad in everything you do,
miration, Doina Vir but we don't have
ginia Uladuca, a UAH that confidence yet.
visiting student from We think America's
Romania, reflects system of democracy
upon the historical is the best," says
institution of Ameri Uladuca. Uladuca is a
can democracy. Her Romanian graduate
warm and expressive of the University of
personality compli Bucharest. She com
ments her eagerness pleted her degree in
to share her high re Roman Literature
gard for American with the Romanian
history and language equivalent of a 4.0.
and her experiences
Her interest in the
in a communist coun English language and
try with others.
her employment as a
Doina Virginia translator provoked
Uladuca is an instant the opportunity to
reminder of the visit the states in or
beauty of American der to experience the
way of life. Today's language among na
American citizens tive
speakers.
have the privilege to Uladuca says she has
absorb television pro been fascinated with
gramming for endless the language since the
hours, the choice of age of twelve.
unlimited foods at the
"I love English. As
supermarket, and the a child, I listened to
freedom to seek em the radio program,
ployment at any loca Voice of America, and I
tion feasible to his or learned a lot from
her lifestyle. Uladuca that," says Uladuca.
has not always had
Since receiving her
these freedoms.
degree in 1978,
Although Romania Uladuca has been
converted from a employed
as a
communist country teacher, a newspaper
Photos by Leslie Casey
to a democratic form reporter, and a trans
of government, the lator at the Academy
memories of that way of Economic Studies.
of life remain vivid in As a translator,
Junior
Junior
the mind of Uladuca. Uladuca had the op
Freshman
Freshman
MIS
She remembers a time portunity to meet sev
Computer
Finance/
Nursing/
when Romanians eral UAH professors;
Science
Marketing
Pre-Med
were restricted to two therefore, she is visit
"I worked and went "l went to New Or
television viewing ing the UAH campus fishing."
I went to Greece and "I went to Panama
leans
on
a
mission
trip
hours a day, their gro during her stay in
biked across the City Beach with the
with the BCM."
country."
cery lists were limited America. Professor
grils
from Chi
to bread and water, James McCollum, of
Omega."
and the government the College of Admin
Is your CAREER on TARGET? PRnm cmc •
"
had the authority to istrative Science, re
PROBLEMS in managing your DEBT?
choose the location of cruited Uladuca to as
We have created rea/ solutions in career marketing and debt management since 1993.
their employment. sist in the preparation
WE CAN HELP P.A!_L_USTODAY... 536-4060.
Uladuca strongly en of his book entitled, Is
courages Americans Communism Dead ForThompson 81 Company
to take pride in their
Proud to be Huntsville's only
member in good standing of the
PO
Box
7026
See
Freedom,
country and to appreHuntsville, Alabama 3E807
ciate their advan
page 15
Professional
Office: 536-4060
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College of Nursing's "Let's Pretend Hospital
By Jennifer
Roberts

VN
Y
n
ti
w
s

The Exponent

News Editor
The UAH College
of Nursing and
Huntsville Hospital
recently collaborated
on their fifteenth an
nual educational pro
gram entitled "Let's
Pretend Hospital."
The event was held
'from 8:30 am until
1:00 pm, March 1724th at the Nursing
Building.
The event was at
tended by 2,900 first
graders from all
Huntsville city and
Madison
county
schools. Present at
the event were Nurs
ing students, faculty,
and staff; employees
of Huntsville Hospi
tal, including their
Child Life Program

Coordinator; Angels
for Children; Red
Cross volunteers;and
Hemsi.
The estimated 161
first grade classes
took a tour of the
Nursing building,
which was designed
to simulate a real hos
pital. Simulated areas
included an admit
ting area, emergency
room,
operating
room, patient room,
play room, radiology,
business office, and
an educational safety
room. Also, Hemsi
was present to dis
play a real, working
ambulance
with
emergency medical
equipment and a si
ren, the latter of
which proved to be a
popular demonstra
tion for the kids. At

the beginning of the
simulation, each class
chose a pretend
"mom," "dad," and
"patient,"
which
played their respec
tive roles in an at
tempt to familiarize
the kids with hospital
procedure.
"The reason they
come here is to learn
more about hospitals
so, if they ever have to
go to the hospital,
they won't be afraid,"
stated senior Nursing
student Leslie Marsh.
Nursing students,
such as Marsh, also
benefited from the ex
perience.
As Marsh also
stated, Nursing se
niors are required to
volunteer three days
of their time to the
program. Juniors are

Along with the 2,900first
graders that attended the
15th annual College of
Nursing "Let's Pretend
Hospital," these students
from Morris Elementary
were excited to be at UAH
and enjoyed having their
picture taken for the
newspaper. Students came
from all over Huntsville and
Madison County to
participate in the event.
(Photo by Dauphne Rogers)

required to work one
day. This gives the
Nursing students an
opportunity to apply
the theories they have
learned about nursing
and health care.
Both event coordi
nators from UAH and
Huntsville Hospital
agreed that LPH 2000
was the best they Two Nursing Students use a stuffed bear to demonstrate to
have seen in this the firstgraders that a trip tothe hospital neednot be ascary
event's history.
experience. The event was sponsored by both the College of

International Food Fair to be
held at UAH's Springfest 2000
By Bala
Maiimuthu
News Writer
As part of this
year's Springfest, the
Student Government
Association will again
hold an International
Food Fair. This event
will take place on
April 13th near the
University Center be

tween 11 am and 1
pm. A table will be
provided to display
items that symbolize
your country, culture
and food unique to
your country. Needed
funds can be re
quested through the
SGA. The success of
the International
Food Fair is depen
dent on the number of

Help Wanted!
The Exponent is now
hiring for the position
of associate sales per
son. Applicant must be
dependable and
willing to work. Salary
plus commission.
Hours will be
discussed upon
application.

"countries" participating. This event
will showcase your
country to the students of UAH. Con-

//

Nursing and The Hunstville Hospital. (Photo by Dauphne
Rogers)

tact the SGA at 8906375 or send e-mail to
mbala76@yahoo.com
for more details and
assistance.

UAH Student Discount 10%

TATTOO STUDIO
World Class Tattooing
and Body Piercing
By STAN 'EASY" GARNER

^

Phone: (205)830-0102
417 Jordan Lane • Huntsville. AL 35805
"Our Work Speaks for itself"

Sir".'"?

vjt

BUSINESS IS BOOMING!!
HAVE IMMEDIATE OPENING FOR THE
FOLLOWING
EXPERIENCED BROILERS
COOKS
HOSTESS
BARTENDERS
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULING AVAILABLE

APPLY IN PERSON NOW
AT
STEAKHOUSE
c

SAX.OON.„

5901 UNIVERSITY DR
IN FRONT OF MADISON MALL

$
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Labeling crimes doesn't lessen their impact
By Robby
Messer
Campus Correspon
dent-Northern
Arizona University/
IHbune Media
Service
Crimes happen ev
eryday on campus. In
fact, police at North
ern Arizona Univer
sity are still looking
for a suspect accused
of entering a female
student's dorm room
last week and trying
to sexually assault her
while she slept.
The student called

police and gave them
a detailed description.
Providing those pertinent details — the
ones that can get lost
in the heat of an emo
tional and frightening
moment — is often a
big key to solving any
case.
Signs that a crime
has been committed
aren't just physical.
They are mental, too.
And for that reason,
we should think twice
about the way in
which we evaluate
the seriousness of a
crime. Take it from me

Help Wanted!

The Exponent is now hiring
for the position of associate
sales person. Applicant
must be dependable and
willing to work. Salary
plus commission. Hours
will be discussed
upon application.

— I was victimized
just last week when
someone broke into
my room while my
roommate and I slept.
It was surprising to
even me how violated
I felt.
The police called it
"petty theft," but I can
assure you that it
wasn't petty to me.
While no one ever
touched me — or
threatened to — my
privacy was taken

from me. I, too, was
left with thoughts of
how my roommate
and I could have pro
tected ourselves bet
ter. Theft sounds
simple enough—but,
really, we could have
been killed in the pro
cess. What was there
to stop someone from
taking a shot — or
stab — at us before
leaving?
Thoughts such as
those have haunted

me every night since.
The door won't be left
unlocked anymore,
and we're not likely to
view the people
around us with as
much trust.
As far as I'm con
cerned this, too, was a
hate crime (Are there
any "nice" ones?). It
was also an assault —
on our privacy, on our
peace of mind. It was
trespassing. Oh, and
it also was malicious

destruction of prop
erty. (I'm sure the wal
let that was stolen is
sitting at the bottom
of a trash heap some
where ...)
I understand that
we have to come up
with labels for crime
— but we should take
care not to dismiss
them lightly because
of the names we give
them.
© TMS Campus,
2000

PETA objections force U. of North
Alabama
to
consider
mascot's
future
TMS Campus/
Tribune Media
Service

FLORENCE, Ala.
(TMS) — When Leo
II, the University of
North Alabama's lion
mascot, died earlier
this month, students
mourned by shower
ing his cage with
flowers and notes.

Vote For

Jennifer
Sharp

Campus officials
immediately started
preparing for his re
placement — Leo III
— but put their plans
on hold when mem
bers of People for the
Ethical Treatment of
Animals roared with
objections.
"Using wild ani
mals as props is ri
diculous," said Jenni
fer O'Connor, a PETA
caseworker.
School officials are
fast to say that Leo II
received better care
than many humans
do. While a lion's life
span is usually eight
or nine years, Leo II
lived to be 12, and his

predecessor, Leo I,
lived to be 14. Both
died of natural
causes.
The Leo com
pound, located on
campus between the
president's home and
the university's ad
ministration building,
also isn't so shabby,
school spokesman
William Jarnigan said.
It has air condition
ing, heating and a
1,800-square-foot ex
ercise area.
The 560-pound Leo
II often could be
heard roaring on cam
pus throughout the
day — and he trav
eled in a custom-built

Check out The Exponent
new section online!

exponent.uah.edu

vehicle nicknamed
the "Win'-a-bago."
PETA isn't moved
by the cheery stories.
One student wrote
the animal-rights
group to report that
other students had
thrown rocks at Leo.
In response to an
gry letters from
PETA, Robert L. Potts,
the university's presi
dent, formed a com
mittee made up of
administrators,
alumni, students, fac
ulty and the local
newspaper publisher
to determine whether
any future Leo should
be a real lion or a stu
dent dressed as one.
The committee's
recommendations are
expected by the end
of May.
© TMS Campus,
2000
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Christian students make waves during Spring Break
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By Sabrina L.
Miller

national staff of Cam
Hunter was polite asthma for a portion
pus Crusade for as the students con of the trip, Brickhouse
Christ. "I just want to verged around him in said she was consid
Chicago JHbunef
keep being a part of a semicircle, firing off ered the "radical" of
THbune Media
his hugeness."
such questions as the group because she
Services
The Judson stu whether he thought was non-conformist.
PANAMA CITY
dents loaded up two he would go to
"I don't see why I
BEACH, Fla. — Be
vans and drove some heaven if he died to can't go to a club if I
fore heading out into
20 hours to Panama morrow. But Hunter want
to,"
said
a breezy March night
City Beach to join wasn't interested in Brickhouse, the only
in a city poised to
other Christian col tomorrow—his bud African-American in
party, a dozen stu
lege students in Big dies, a girl and the the group. "I don't
dents from Judson
Break, a monthlong beers were waiting— like people younger
College, a small
alternative spring and he walked away. than me making deci
Christian school in
break program of the
Most of the Judson sions for me."
Elgin, prayed for
Campus Crusade for 12, insulated in their
Her roommate,
strength to spread the
Christ, one of the all-Christian campus Jenni Winch, 21, an art
Gospel.
larger evangelical or environment that student with four
They bowed their
ganizations in the bans dancing and piercings in the right
heads, closed their
world.
drinking, expressed ear and three in the
eyes and concen
The Big Break ex shock at the sights, left, said that rather
trated on how best to
perience—a first for sounds and flesh that than
converting
compete with bikinis,
the majority of the are an integral part of people on the beach,
beer bongs and the
Judson group—not spring break.
she wanted to spend
booming bass that
only provided lessons
"Most
of
us
have
time transforming
blared from Chevy
in faith, but also never seen anything herself—a task she
Suburbans cruising
brushes with culture like this before," said believes more Chris
"the strip" in what is
shock.
Beth Bernard, 20, a tians should take to
widely recognized as
Carrying a 12-pack psychology student heart.
the spring break capi
of Bud Light under from Peoria. "People
"You have to know
tal of the world.
each
arm,
Ron chugging beer from you're right with God
"God, we just ask
Hunter, 22, thought funnels and every before you can go out
you to be with us to
he had been caught in thing. The other night and share with other
night, God, as we go
some kind of police a guy flashed us, people," she said.
out to share," said
sting when six Judson which was interest
During the day, Big
Tristan Curry, 19, who
students approached ing."
Break
participants at
led the prayer from a
him around 8 p.m.
But
the
Spring
tended motivational
hotel room. "God, I
Tuesday in the park Break journey also re sessions to give them
just pray to you right
ing lot of
his vealed differences encouragement for
now, God, that the
beachfront hotel.
and desires within the witnessing. As a
people we talk to
"When is the last group as some fought Christian band, The
want to know you
time you went to to express them Frozen
Chozen,
more."
church?" a Judson selves.
played contemporary
As throngs of col
student asked.
Lissa Brickhouse, Christian songs that
lege students de
"Oh, last Sunday," 22, was unhappy with had hundreds of stu
scended
upon
said Hunter, a student a 12:30 a.m. curfew dents on their feet
Panama City Beach
at Middle Tennessee s
e
t
— clapping and singing
for days filled with
State University in undemocratically, she in unison, Brickhouse
frolic on white sand
Murfreesboro. "I go to said—by the group's sat, hands folded in
beaches and nights of
church every Sun leaders. Sick with her lap.
partying along Front
day."
bronchitis
and
Brickhouse, who
Beach Road, some
3,000 others, like the
Judson students, of
fered an alternative.
Between Jell-O
shooters, wet T-shirt
contests and other de
cidedly ungodly ac
tivities, they want to
make sure college stu
dents know just how
awesome God is.
"God is just huge,"
said
Allison
Pohlmeier, a preternaturally bubbly 20year-old who is con
sidering joining the

Experience

Valley
Fellowship
3616 Holmes Ave. • 533-5117

Interdenominational

Charismatic
Sunday:
Morning Worship
8:30 & 10:30AM

was raised in a strict
Pentecostal house
hold in
Peoria,
shrugged. "I don't
stand unless the spirit
moves me," she said.
The students ap
proached sun-wor
shipers with surveys
on religion as a warmup to spreading the
Word. They also used
volleyball games, tugof-war and other
games of-general in
terest to lure people
into talking about the
Lord.
"You have to be
strategic," said Joel
Fulkerson, 18, of
Downstate Pontiac.
"You can't just go up
to people and say,
'You need Jesus.'"
After a few days,
Fulkerson was fed up
with the strip.
"I've kind of had
enough of it," said

Fulkerson, a graphic
design major. "The
wall-to-wall cars, the
hooting
and
hollering—it's a little
much. But this is our
mission."
There is no chapter
of Campus Crusade
for Christ at Judson,
but the students who
came to Florida for
Big Break, established
in 1997, considered it
a "mission trip."
Not all the students
from Judson, a school
affiliated with the
Baptist
Church,
agreed with Big Break
ministering methods.
Some said it was a
huge disservice to
talk to people for a
few minutes about
God and then never
follow up with them.

See Waves,
page 14

Pregnant?
Catholic Family Services
offers
Free counseling and adoption services
Choice of adoptive parents
Licensed non-profit since 1928
Choice of confidential or open adoption

536-0073

1010 Chruch Street
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Bone helps break out the brooms
Baseball sweeps UNA for first time
By Danny Parker

Indeed this series and timely Lion hit I've got three homers
Sports Editor
was pivotal in helping ting put UNA ahead this year, but I haven't
decide
who makes the 12-11 after scoring six hit any of them that
[A QUICK UPDATE FROM UAH ATHLETICS
Charger baseball conference tourna that inning.
far."
took a step in the right ment at season's end.
In the bottom half
Bone doubled and
direction this past
"Getting
these of the ninth, Justin hit his eighth homer
weekend. UAH took three are huge," said Barnes singled to
of the year as he went
three games from No. UAH's All-GSC third right field. Andy
4 for 5 at the plate
10 North Alabama baseman, Blake Bone. Evans walked. An er
UAH 8, Lincoln Mem.3
with
four
RBI.
and moved into sole "Any time you can ror by UNA pitcher,
UAH 25, Lincoln Mem. 2
McKay, Pat Ware, and
possession of first win a series against Duite Welch, allowed
UAH 4, Lincoln Mem. 3
Evans all added two
place in the Gulf UNA is big, but to Barnes to reach third
UAH 13, SC - Aiken 5
hits apiece.
South Conference sweep those guys, base. Barnes then
SC-Aiken 7, UAH 6
Bone picked up the
East Division stand that's doing your scored on a Darius
win in relief. Bone(lUAH 13, UNA 12
ings.
job."
McKay
sacrifice
fly
to
1) pitched one inning,
UAH 3, UNA 2
With the three
Bone did his job by tie the game. Larry struck out two,
UAH 10, UNA 5
wins, UAH improves getting seven hits in Lawson then rocketed
walked one, and gave
to 31-9 overall and 8- nine at bats for the se a double over the
up one unearned run.
1 in the GSC. The. ries, including a head of - the fastest
UAH 3, UNA 2
Chargers also moved homerun and five player in UNA his
Rains on Saturday
up from No. 7 nation RBI. With his torrid tory - center fielder
night
moved the fi
Record: 38-7,11-1 in GSC
ally to No. 5. North play of late, Bone has Chris Fears.
nale of the second
UAH 1, Columbus State 0
Alabama (22-9-1,6-3) raised his batting av
"Coach (Pjerce) game to Sunday.
UAH 4, Armstrong Atlantic 0
fell to No.16 nation erage to .388.
told me to. look for a
A three-run bottom
ally and third in the
Kennesaw State 2, UAH 1
UAH 13, UNA 12 pitch down," Lawson half of the fourth
GSC East.
Columbus State 4, UAH 0
UAH was cruising said. "Duite Welch proved to be all that
"This weekend to a message-sending
UAH 3, Miss. Univ. 0
kept throwing me All-GSC pitcher Brian
could be a turning victory in the first
Miss. Univ. 4, UAH 3
fastballs up. He fi Pemberton would
point for us," said game of the series go
nally threw me one need. Pemberton (8UAH 10, Valdosta State 2
UAH coach Bobby ing into the ninth.
down and I was able 1) went the distance,
UAH 13, Valdosta State 4
Pierce, "in terms of Unfortunately, the
to get the head of the allowing only five
coming to play with Chargers 5-run lead bat on it."
the right approach did not hold up.
See Brooms,
"It was one of the
every day.
Costly
Charger
errors
^
errors best
oest balls 1I've
ve ever hit.
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Baseball

Softball

Break brings big wins for the Lady Chargers

Bv Keli
Kpll Wnndar/i
are currently
r-iirmn(-1.. rankedi 1
i
By
Woodard are
homer by Lane Davis, contributed two hits
six hits, as the three in the third,
Sports Writer
No. 5 nationally ac who went 2-2 in hits

cording to the Na and RBIs, combining
While most UAH tional Fastpitch Coaches for four runs.
students were bask Association.
Deuces by Berry
ing in the Florida sun,
UAH 10, VSU 2
and Madewell would
the Lady Charger
The beatings began follow in the second.
Softball team was when Valdosta State
The third would see
basking in the glow of rolled into town on
singles by Davis, Sh
conference victories Friday for a double
annon Sims, Jamie
over spring break. dose of defeat. In the Potter,
Whitney
With little time for first game, UAH Mansell, and Berry,
tanning, the ladies fol would bring out big who finished the day
lowed a split against sticks, pounding the with three hits, two
Mississippi Univer defense with fourteen runs scored, and a sto
sity for Women with hits to win 10-2. The len base.
four straight confer scoring began early,
With no offensive
ence wins to bring with singles by answer from Valdosta
their record to 39-7 Stephanie
Berry, State, the Lady Charg
overall, 13-1 in GSC Jamie Made well, and ers used the fourth
play.
Melanie Carter, as inning to seal the vic
The Lady Chargers well as a two-run tory as Carter, who

and
two
runs,
smacked a single that
set up a Renea
Harrison homerun.
The day's work
brought the homerun
tally to nine for both
Harrison and Davis.
Davis (20-3) was
also the winning
pitcher, giving up
only one hit and strik
ing out five.

UAH 13, VSU 4
Game two would
show no mercy to
VSU, as the Lady
Chargers continued
the beating, 13-4.
UAH would attain
those runs using onh

Valdosta State de
fense gave a less than
pretty performance.
The game began
with rather a gratu
itous VSU gift-wrap
ping five runs for no
hits. With two walks,
two players hit by
pitches, and two er
rors, the second in
ning found the Lady
Chargers effortlessly
ahead. In the second,
a Carter single
brought in a run, and
then a wild pitch
brought in Carter,
putting UAH up 7-1.
Though Valdosta
_State would score

UAH would bring
out the bats in the
fourth, using three
doubles and two
singles to slam the
door on VSU.
Katrina Fomich
was the winning
pitcher,

UAH 8, CBU 0
Saturday brought
silence to the bats of
the Buccaneers; as
Lane Davis pitched
her second career nohitter to beat Chris
tian Brothers Univer
sity.

See Wins,
page7
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Baseball shares wins with S. Carolina - Aiken
By Danny Parker
Sports Editor
The UAH Baseball
team spent part of
their spring break in
Aiken, South Caro
lina, this past week.
The trip saw the
Chargers split the two
game series with No.

29 South Carolina Aiken.
The USCA Pacers
proved to be a formi
dable opponent for
the Chargers as they
are one of five teams
from the Peach Belt
Athletic Conference
ranked in the top 30
nationally.

The Pacers cur
rently lead the PBAC
in homeruns.
UAH 13, USCA 5
The first game of
the series saw the
Chargers jump all
over the Pacers early
as UAH put four runs
on the board in the
top of the first inning

courtesy of David
Gates' grand slam.
The hitting attack was
not over there though
as UAH also tacked
on three runs in the
sixth and five more in
the eighth to take the
victory at J. H. Satcher
Field.
Matt
"Head"

Women's soccer signs nine
new recruits for year 2000
By Dave Stewart
UAH Sports
Information
Lady Charger Soc
cer Coach Lincoln
Ziyenge announced
the signing of nine
players for the 2000
squad this week.

S
u
s
a
n
Bogenschutz, Jennifer
Buck,
Angela
Cardwell,
Kelly
Crossley, Elizabeth
Dubberly,
Sarah
Glover, Julie Guy,
M a c k e y
Habisreitinger and
Cory Vilders have
signed letters of intent

to play for the Lady
Chargers next season.
"The combination
of our returning play
ers and our new re
cruits should give us
some offensive fire
power that will help
take our program to
the next level," said
Coach Ziyenge when

he announced the
signings.
"The
offensive
players that we
signed combined for
47 goals for their re
spective schools and
the defensive players
were all standout
players for their
teams."

the series.
Wade (7-0) held
UNA - the top hitting
team in the GSC - hitless through four in
nings before the Li
ons' Douglas Hargett
started the fifth with
a double.
McKay homered
for the second time
this season as he went

2 for 5 on the day with
three RBI. Bone was
a perfect 3 for 3 with
a double.
Andy
Evans went 3 for 4 in
cluding his second
homer of the year. J.
J. Belk hit a three-run
homerun as well, his
seventh.
Wade
pitched
seven innings in earn-

Jansen (6-2) threw his
second
complete
game of the season.
Jansen struck out
seven while walking
only two Pacers.
John Cutter helped
carry the sticks for
UAH by going 3 for 5
including a triple, two
stolen bases, and
three runs scored.
Gates finished the day
with a 2 for 4 perfor
mance and six RBI.
Blake Bone had a RBI
double in the eighth
to go with his single
in the third.
USCA 7, UAH 6
The Pacers' Chris
Edwards tied the
game at six in the bot
tom half of the sev
enth inning with a
two-run homer. Un
fortunately for UAH,
the Pacers did not end
their rally there.
The Pacers' Marc

Bishop reached base
courtesy of a UAH er
ror - one of four
Charger errors on the
game.
Bishop then stole
second base and ad
vanced to third on a
wild pitch. USCA
leadoff hitter, Butch
Martin, then doubled
down the left field
line to plate Bishop.
That run was the dif
ference maker as
USCA's Chris Daniels
shut the Chargers
down over the final
two innings to pick
up his second save.
The win improved
USCA's record to 2117 on the season.
J. J. Belk hit a grand
slam in the sixth in
ning to tie the game at
four. Belk went 2 for
4 on the day. Bone
collected three hits on
the day.

ing the victory. Wade
struck out eight and
allowed only five hits.
After traveling to
Valdosta, Georgia, for
three games against
GSC
East
foe,

Valdosta State, the
Chargers are back at
home on Tuesday,
April 11, to take on
Birmingham South
ern. BSC is rated No.
14 in NAIA.

Brooms, continued from page 6

hits and two walks
while striking out
eight. Opponents are
hitting .201 against
Pemberton this sea
son.
"Our pitching has
been solid all year
long," Pierce said.
The Charger pitch
ing staff currently
ranks second in the

GSC in ERA.
Lawson and John
Cutter got the only
two hits in the game
for UAH.
UAH 10, UNA 5
A superb pitching
effort by Justin Wade
and a seven-run fifth
inning proved to be
the difference makers
in the final game of

Wins, continued from page 6
The first of its kind
this season, Davis'
perfect game saw her
labor five innings on
the mound, striking
out ten and walking
none.
On the offensive
end, Williams, Davis,
Sims, and Madewell
each contributed two
hits apiece. Madewell
also had three RBI.
UAH 9, CBU1
While pitching was
the highlight of the
first game, homeruns
lit up the second. In
the first inning, CBU
loaded the bases on
walks and errors, and
Carter cleared them
with a grand slam.

Following her lead,
Williams used a
Mansell double to
spark her two-run
homer in the second,
Yet, as if that weren't
enough, a second
double by Mansell, as
well as a Berry double
set the stage for Williams'
second
homerun, this time

notching three RBI.
Fomich (6-0) was
the winning pitcher,
giving up only two
hits and one walk.
The Lady Chargers
will face two more
conference opponents
this weekend, as they
play host to Lincoln
Memorial, Saturday
at 1:00 and West

Help Wanted!
The Exponent is now hiring
for the position of associate
sales person. Applicant must
be dependable and willing to
work. Salary plus commission.
Hours will be discussed
upon application.

Cort Shuttle
6610 Old Madison Pike. Suite I04A . 721.0577
www.conshut He. com

"Let us buy the gas."
Florida, Sunday at
1:00. Both are doubleheaders and will be
played at Metro
Kiwanis Sportsplex.

Round-trip shuttle service from Huntsville
to the Birmingham and Nashville Airports!

ZERO ©GRAVITY
NEW
Exotic Jewelry
Humboldt Glass
Bliss eXtra
Druids Fantasy
Ecstacy Bidis
Widespread T's
Marley Rugs
HUNTSVILLE
403 PRATT AVE.
HUNTSVILLE, AL
534-3190

SALE
Dresses 75% off
T-shirts 50% off
Barbells $9.99
Vintage Posters
Hemp Jewelry

DECATUR
1I19 6TH AVE.
DECATUR, AL
353-4461
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Entertainment

flying high

Humor Me

Oh, how I love
syndication
By Emily Gaither
Entertainment Editor
Okay, 111 admit it, I don't mind, I love
to watch television. I know that it suppos
edly dulls your senses and intelligence,
and perhaps that explains a lot, but, none
theless, I'm a certified couch potato.
In fact, if I could be certified and pur
sue a career in the field, I would be the
best, but I digress.
Aside from a few select current shows,
my favorite television is best represented
in the beauty of syndication. Syndication
is what brings us The Cosby Show every
weekday afternoon, The Drew Carey Show
at 11:30 at night, and my all-time favorite
Seinfeld also at 11:30pm.
The beauty of syndication is two-fold.
You get to see your favorite shows again
and again as in the case of Friends, who
for some reason only show the same 3 sea
sons over and over.
Also, if you didn't catch the show the
first time, like The Brady Bunch ox Taxi, you
can now see them for the great pieces of
television they are.
There are times when they run certain
shows for a reason. For instance, when the
movie Man on the Moon about Andy
Kaufman's life came out, Nick at Nite
(God bless them) began showing the epi
sodes of Taxi with Kaufman's character,
Latka Gravas, which was really cool. I had
watched Taxisomewhat when I was little,
but prior to seeing the movie, it was awe
some to get a look at Kaufman in a differ
ent venue than he was comfortable.
Also, to plug Nick at Nite again, they
show The Wonder Years,which is easily one
of the best shows ever made. We all
watched the trials and tribulations of little
Kevin Arnold as he stared longingly after
Winnie Cooper. Now, we can watch it
again with the wisdom and wistfulness
of being a little older and fully under
standing how unfun it is to grow older.
Also, we will never buy Fred Savage as
anything but Kevin Arnold, lest we for
get the debacle of his failed show Work
ing, where he tried to overcome his image
of a little kid, and it failed miserably.
I don't know if watching this much TV
makes me look horribly pathetic, but I do

See Gaither page 11
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By Dauphne
Rogers

To the right is SAF@UAH
member Coriamber HoganGancarz holding one of the
kite flown during the club's
kite flying demonstration.
Below with members of
SAF@UAH is Keith Jones,
the club's advisor. The event
took place on March 23 and
was open to all UAH
students. (Photosby Daphne
Rogers)

Editor-in-chief
Did you notice the
nice, sunny weather
just before Spring
Break? Well, those
watching kites sail
through the air on
March 23 did. The
Student Advertising
Federation at UAH
(SAF@UAH) hosted a students at UAH.
kite flying demon
Keith Jones, the ad
stration, along with visor for SAF@UAH,
Forever Flying from said that the event
Decatur, the Thurs was held in part to
day before Spring promote the group on
Break.
campus. SAF@UAH
Many onlookers was established in
had the forethought 1998 as a college
to bring lunch along chapter of the Ameri
and munch as they can Advertising Fed
enjoyed the sights, eration
(AAF).
since the kites were SAF@UAH helps stu
flown from 11:30- dents to develop a ca
lpm. The free event reer in advertising.
took place on the in Those students major
tramural field in front ing in graphic design,
of Southeast Housing marketing, communi
and was open to all cations, and those

with an interest in providing students
Web development or with the opportunity
creative writing are to participate in na
encouraged to con tional advertising
sider joining this competitions and
unique organization gaining hands-on exon campus.
See Flying,
Some of the goals
of SAF@UAH include
page 9

Call Hungry Howie's for pizza

By Emily Gaither located next to Sub a calzone, I highly rec they also have wings,
Entertainment
Editor

Okay, picture it, it's
been a long day, you
had 3 tests, a flat tire,
and your mom is mad
at you for charging
too much to the gas
card (this isn't me, I
swear).
Anyway, you've
had this unbelievably
bad day, and you're
hungry. The only
thing in the refrigera
tor is something with
fur on it and a can of
Slim-Fast. I have a so
lution for this prob
lem. Call Hungry
Howie's.
Hungry Howie's
now has three loca
tions. The new one is

way on Jordan Lane,
and the other loca
tions are on Oakwood
Avenue in the WinnDixie shopping center
and Memorial Park
way South just south
of Mountain Gap
Road. I can honestly
say without hesita
tion, that their food is
really good.
I suppose their spe
cialty could be their
calzone-style sub
sandwiches. The best
ones of these are the
steak and cheese and
the pizza sub. It's just
this big piece of thick,
soft bread with what
ever kind of sandwich
you want under
neath.
If you've never had

ommend ordering
these kinds of sand
wiches, and you
won't regret it.
Also, they have ex
cellent pizzas. You
can order a small
pizza, which is kind
of like a personalized
pizza. It's small
enough that you don't
feel like a sow for or
dering it, but big
enough that you'll
feel full after eating it.
I like it because it's
cheap at under $5,
and I can get mush
rooms and onions on
it, something that I
would never be al
lowed to do other
wise.
If you're not in the
mood for any of that,

which you can get in
orders of 10,20, or 30,
and they come with
ranch dressing and
spicy Howie bread.
They are pretty tasty
as far as wings go.
So, if you're hun
gry, and you don't feel
like getting off the
couch, as I often
don't, call Hungry
Howie's.
There is a slight de
livery charge, but
when you just don t
want to "move, it's
worth it.
The numbers are:
564-9950 for the
Oakwood location,
883-1150 for the S
Parkway location,
and 519-9951 for the
Jordan Lane location-

A^u u' "uuu
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Poets are prepared to bare it all for their art
By Tania Meje
Campus
Correspondent Emerson College/
Tribune Media
Services
BOSTON (TMS) —
Tired of hosting
poorly
attended
meetings, one literary
magazine at Emerson
College decided a
little nudity might en
courage student inter
est in their publica
tion.
Their ploy — an
evening of "strip po
etry" — worked.

Bards bared it all — or
almost all — for a
chance to strike a
pose.
Editors from "The
Emerson Review,"
one of the campus'
magazines, served as
judges, holding up
signs stating "yeah,
baby" for poems they
liked and "take it off"
for those they didn't.
A three-poem limit
was designed to pre
vent full nudity—but
freshman acting ma
jor Tom Sigsby came
close nevertheless. By
the end of the

evening, he had been
stripped to his pants.
"The judges didn't
like my poetry be
cause they wanted me
to take my clothes
off," he said. "It's a
conspiracy. All four
judges were women."
Nope, gender had
nothing to do with it,
said April Marriner,
one of the contest's
judges.
"We're a very strict
panel," she said.
Other poets man
aged to make it
through the night
without having to

strip to their skivvies
in front of the 20 stu
dents who attended.
The idea to sponsor
a night of strip poetry
was "just for fun, to
get people to know
who we are and what
we do," said Laurie
McKenna,
the
magazine's editor-inchief.
Magazine editors
considered the event
such a success that
they may reconsider
the three-poem limit
for future events.
© TMS famniK
P
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Poem Jails to impress the crowd, freshman Tom
for the judges. (Photo courtesy of the Berkeley
Beacon at Emerson College)

Sigsby strips

Fate is put to the test in Final Destination
By James Boozer
Campus Correspon
dent - Columbia
College/THbune
Media Service
Directed by James
Wong, "Final Destina
tion" is not yo.ur usual
teen-slasher movie in
which a maniacal
murderer chases after
a bunch of goofy kids.
Instead, you get
edge-of-your-seat ex
citement and a plau
sible plot, which is
something that has
been missing from
many of today's films.
The movie opens
with a group of high
school students leav
ing for a trip to Paris
as a part of their
French class. One of
the students, Alex
Browning (Devon
Sawa), is blessed, or
in this case cursed,
with the ability to see
into the future. Just
before the flight de
parts, Alex has pre
monitions about pos
sible problems with
the plane. His clair
voyance causes a
panic that leads to
seven people, includ

ing Alex, being re
moved from the
plane.
As the plane taxis
down the runway,
Alex tries to convince
those left behind that
the aircraft is going to
explode. Minutes
later, he's proved
right. Shocked and
horrified by the mid
air catastrophe, the
survivors try to cope
with the tragedy and
struggle to under
stand how Alex knew
what was going to
happen.
Some fear his gift,
but others are drawn
to him to find out
whether what hap
pened was an isolated
incident.
With two FBI
agents watching his
every move, Alex
tries to move on with
his life not knowing
that his and the survivors' brush with
death is the beginning
of a strange turn of
events. Only one
thing is sure: death is
approaching swiftly,
and there is nothing
they can do about it.
There aren't too

exponent.
uah.edu

many movies that
make you stop and
think long and hard
about life and death
— but this one cer
tainly does. "Final

Destruction"
is
sharply
written,
packed with action
and leaving you
wanting more when
it's over. It's scary be-

cause it could be so know how a horror
real — not because it's film should be made,
filled with distracting then this is the one to
and formulaic blood- see.
and-guts scenes,
TMS Campus,
If you want to 2000

Flying, continued from page 8

perience that will
prove useful in the
work world.
Networking with
professionals in the
field is available
through the local ad
vertising club, Ten
nessee Valley Adver
tising Federation
(TVAF), which is a
professional organi
zation in the 7th Dis
trict of the AAF that

focuses on the devel
opment of advertis
ing in the Huntsville
area.
The club also offers
community service
projects to help stu
dents build a portfo
lio or resume. Guest
speakers
visit
throughout the year
to give talks and
speak to members
one-on-one. Field

trips to various adver
tising functions and
exhibitions through
out the year are also
part of the club's ac
tivities.
Members are given
a discount of over 40
percent off to enter
advertising pieces in
the TVAF ADDY
awards hosted each
year at the BBC.
SAF@UAH holds

meetings on the sec
ond Tuesday of each
month from 6:307:30pm. Meetings are
usually held in the
Union Grove Gallery,
however, the location
does vary depending
on the gallery's
scheduling. All inter
ested students are in
vited to attend. Best
of all, free pizza is
served!

Jennifer Roberts

for Liberal Arts Legislator
Exponent News Editor
Attended two semes
ters of SGA meetings
Dean's List
Honors Program mem
ber in good standing
3.7 GPA
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Matinees in (|
SBMIfKn
WG DIGITAL SOUND

HOLLYWOOD 18-
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«*.v.»qo»wot<»«i

'- Iron! ol Joe Davis Sladium

CINEMA 8
M Mi-iutm Parkway <\\

m-M
Rules of Eneat
1:00 4:00 7:00 9:45 R
1:30 4:30 7:30 10:15
[Return to Me 1:10 4:10
7:10 9:40 (11:50) PG

The Bone Collector 1:201
4:20 7:20 9:50 R
The World Is Not
Enough 1:10 4:10 7:10
9:40 PG-13
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Cusack dives in High Fidelity
By Emily Gaither
Entertainment
Editor

Here's the top five
Black and White 1:20
reasons why High Fi
4:20 7:20 10:00 R
Double Jeopardy 1:30
delity
is a ridiculous
7:30 PG-13
Ready to Rumble 1:15
film. If you've seen
4:15 7:20 9:40PG-13
Sleepy Hollow 1:20
the movie, you'll get
4:20 7:20 9:50 R
[Road to El Dorado 1:05 j
this, and if you
'3:05 5:05 7:05 9:35 PG
The Talented Mr. Ripley
haven't, I praise your
1:00 4:00 6:50 9:30 R
, The Skulls 1:20 4:20 .
good taste.
|7:20 9:50 (12:15) PG-13|
Stuart Little 1:20 4:20
Reason one: John John Cusack and Todd Louiso in High Fidelity. (Photo courtesy of Touchstone Pictures and
7:20 9:50 R
Erin Brockovich 1:10
Cusack smiles a total studio.go.com)
4:10 7:10 9:50 (12:15)
The Hurricane 1:00
of 3 times in the veals to us his top five lief, are the two guys
R
4:00 6:50 9:30 R
is where Ian comes to
movie, if even that. break-ups ever, which who work at the
the record store, and
GalaynnUQean w? 4:00 i
Reason two: Lisa appear to be in chro record store Rob
R15|
Rob imagines all the
Bonet is in the movie, nological order, since owns, played by Todd
things he would do to
Here On Earth 1:10
that's right, Denise the first occurred Louiso and Jack
4:10 7:05 9:30 PG-13
him, if he actually
from The Cosby Show. when he was 12 or 13 Black. Both of them
Romeo Must Die 1:10
possessed a spine.
1:40 4:40 7:40 10:15
.4HIX
j Reason three: Tim and consisted of mak are musical and cul The movie has its
Robbins has a role as ing out on the bleach tural elitists, Black
Mission to Mars 1:20
redeeming parts, but
a
pony-tailed conflict ers for 3 days.
4:20 7:15* 9:45 PG
shunning anyone mostly it comes
resolution counselor
He recounts his list who comes in the across as pretentious
Final Destination 1:00
(?),
and is held up and the circumstances store with taste that
4:00 7:00 9:35 R
tripe about boys who
rightfully to ridicule. of each, much to our doesn't equal his and
^(f
^tucfium
scaling
My Dog Skip 1:15 4:15
don't want to grow
Reason four: It almost disdain, er, enjoy Louiso much quieter,
7:15 9:25 (11:50) PG
up and give "big
gets away with saying ment, and we see that but very much the
mit /O f*j)
American Beauty 1:20
people" relationships
it's okay for men to indeed, Rob has taste snob in his own
4:20 7:20 9:50 (12:10)
a try.
R
act like little kids in earned the soulful, way. I realized that
/rniwvom
I'm very disap
relationships. Finally, depressed look that they were to provide
WMUAMff
MADISON SO. 19
pointed in John
lwpf«wwjh
Reason five: They never leaves his face, much of the outright
iMKtonSQM tmmlj
*6
Cusack for doing this
come up with lists of even when he ap humor in the movie,
I
Erin Brockovich 1:05
movie. This is the guy
!V
4:05 7:05 9:40 R
five obscure preten pears to be happy.
and
I
became
very
who
brought us
|keturn to Me 1:15 4:15
tious items through
Black and White 1:15
He decides to em afraid.
6:45 9:30 12:00 PG
Lloyd Dobler in the
4:15 7:15 9:45 R
out the movie.
bark
on
a
journey,
to
Tim
Robbins
also
Rules of Engagement
80's in Say Anything,
The Skulls 1:20 4:20
Okay, that out of find out why each of has a frightful role as
1:00 4:00 7m 10:00
the guy who stood
7:20 10:00 R
12:30 R
the way, here we go. the top five left him, Ian, the guy who stole
outside the window
[Scream 3 1:00 4:00 7:001 |High Fidelity 1:30 4:45
John Cusack plays to see if he will ever Laura away from
7:30 9:45 12:15 R
9:35 R
playing
Peter
Rob Gordon, a sad be able to have com Rob. He appears as a
Gabriel's In Your Eyes.
The Road to El Dorado
sack of an individual mitment and happi pony-tailed Yoga-lovlMy%S^5i-t9 4:40
12:30 2:30 4:30 6:30
I just can't swallow
8:30 PG
who, at the start of the ness, upon which we ing vegetarian who
Mission To Mars 1:10
movie, has just been discover that it may hates conflict, but this smarmy, de
1:00 3:00 5:00 7:00
4:10 7:10 9:50 PG
9:00 11:00
dumped by his cur have actually been his eventually must con pressed version of
him.
Pitch Black 1:35 4:35
Ready to Rumble 1:45
rent girlfriend, Laura, fault.
7:35 9:55 R
front Rob for calling
4:45 7:15 9:45 12:00
If you must see this
PG-13
for reasons we don't
Sandwiched in for his house 30 times in
The Sixth Sense 1:30
movie, either wait 'til
14:30 7:30 10:00 PG-13
|Here on Earth 4:15 7:001 get to see until later.
a little, and I mean one night. The funni
video,
or get drunk
11:30 PG-13
It is here that he re- very little, comic re est scene in the movie
Whole Nine Yards 1:15
first.
4:15 7:15 10:00 R
I Whatever It Takes 1:30
The Beach 4:30 10:00 R

,

I

(Cider House Rules 1:20 i
4:20 7:20 9:50 PG-13
The Green Mile 1:00
4:30 8:00 R
Snow Day 1:30 4:30
7:30 9:40 PG

9:30 11:30 PG-13

A

American Beauty 2:00 |
4:45 7:30 10:00 12:15 r|
Romeo Must Die 1:45 .
1:30 7:30 10:00 12:30 R|

cfiv

2416 North Memorial Parkway
Huntsville, AL 35781
(256) 535-4464

Final Destination 1:15
'3:45 7:15 9:30 11:45 R

Win Tickets to the Mnnipcf

Hours:
11am - 7 pm

Movie Trivia:
What is the true identity of Darth Sidious in
Star Wars: The Phantom Menacdl
The first 6 people with the correct answer for the
Movie Trivia will win movie tickets. ONLY6 pairs
of tickets will be given away each week. No phone
calls or notes will be accepted. Tickets for any trivia
will be distributed on a first come, first serve basis
from 2:30 - 5:00pm on Thurs.. of publication unless
otherwise noted! No one who has won in the last
month is eligible for any contest or trivia. Please
see Amelia Skinner in The Exponent office only be
tween the hours specified above.

ABORTION SERVICE
Free Regular Pregnancy Testing
Huntsville's ONLY Clinic
Licensed by the State of
Alabama to perform Abortions

533-9228
131 Longwood Dr. SW

"TOLL FREE-DIAL '1' & THEN 800 666-9228

April 6,2000
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TAM!: Hello My Friends Do You Read Me?"
By John Dawkins
Entertainment
Writer

How to describe
this band? Beck meets
Oasis? Peter Gabriel
meets Soul Cough
ing? Was that a dash
of Pink Floyd? This
band out of England
resembles all these
sounds and more.

Unfortunately they
never seem to rise
above the parts to
make a greater whole,
meaning the album
never seems to take
on an original life of
its own. Their influ
ences come through
too much for a band
that seems to strive to
be experimental, leav
ing the album feeling

processed not in
spired.
Their album starts
out with the single
Punctured Brain. This
is definitely the stron
gest song on the al
bum. Following a
strong beat based
tune; the listener is
treated to surreal lyri
cal images, almost
like collaboration be

tween Soul Coughing
and Beck. Based on
hearing the single I
had high hopes for
this album but unfor
tunately instead of the
album taking off from
there it just fizzles.
From track two to
track six they sound
like an Oasis clone
with maybe a dash of
Peter Gabriel thrown

in. The songs lack in
This band shows
spiration musically some promise with
and the lyrics instead their single, and if you
of being surreal like Beck, Soul
sound pretentious. Coughing, or artists
Track seven, Ma like them I would
chines, sounds more highly recommend it
inspired but still relies (the single Punctured
heavily on fusing Brain not the album).
Pink Floyd and Peter However the album
Gabriel, without cre itself does not have
ating a sound that is much to offer in the
truly it's own. Still way of originality. It's
other than the first sounds like a Shake n
track this is the best Bake of major English
song on the album. musical artist. If you
The rest of the album bought it because of
will remain in your
falls flat reverting the single you are
mind long after see
back to emulation of likely to be disap
ing it. Seeing these
other artist.
pointed.
"snuff films" featur
ing girls being killed
or appearing to be
killed made me feel
slightly ill. The movie
"Area's Largest Selection of
successfully shows
Elegant Lingerie"
just how seedy and
"Adult Novelties and Gag Gifts"
disturbing the under
side of society can be
and how it can affect
504 - Jordan Ln, N.W., Suite F
Preston Plaza-Corner of Jordan & Holmes
anyone at any time.

8MMgives an uneasy feeling
By Emily Gaither
Entertainment
Editor

As of this weekend,
I think that I was the
only person who
hadn't seen the movie
8MM. It stars Nicho
las Cage as a private
investigator who ap
parently only gets
hired by wealthy ec
centrics, and they
never quite explain
why.
Anyway, he takes a
case from a wealthy
invalid who has
found a strange film
in her husband's se
cret safe. It turns out
to be a "snuff film", il
legally made and
freakishly disturbing
porn. On this particu
lar tape, the girl in the

film appears to be
stabbed repeatedly by
this hulking person
wearing a zippered
black leather mask on
his face.
Here, Cage is
plunged headfirst
into the world of
seedy, disgusting por
nography. He discov
ers the identity of the
girl, but wants to dis
cover the identity of
the filmmaker, which
brings in one of the
saving graces of the
film, Joaquin Phoenix
as Max California, a
pornography sales
clerk with intelligence
(? novel concept).
When Cage real
izes how far out of his
element he is, he re
cruits Max to guide
him in his unholy

travels into the porn
industry. Sadly, Max's
help leads to some
thing bad to happen
later in the film, but I
won't divulge any
key plot points.
Catherine Keener
also appears in this
film in perhaps the
worst role she could
have possibly had.
She plays Cage's wife,
Amy, perhaps the
whiniest person that I
have ever seen. While
she knows that Cage
is out risking his life
on each case, she nags
him
about
all
things..smoking. If I
were he, I would
have, to use some ver
nacular, kicked her to
the curb.
This movie, while
not one of Cage's best,

Gaither, continued from page 8
have a life, I swear, I
just fit in as much television as possible. Seriously, though, if
there's a show that

you really miss like
Different Strokes or The
Facts of Life, chances
are you can find it on
TBS, Fox, or Nick at

Nite eventually,
Just keep a monitor
on the Prevue channel, and I'm sure
you'll see them soon.

OeLinquen

INTIMATE LINGERIE
Mon.-Sat. TOtm-Spm

539-9106

Spring football
is here!
catch the buzz on

(www.al.com)
vSSSr5

The Birmingham News, The Huntsvilie Times and Mobile Register
Join the liveliest sports forums — voice your opinion about the Tide and Tigers
& Get 2000 schedules for the Tide and Tigers

•,& Win Alabama and Auburn A-day Prizes!"

Studio

$30-1300

4820 University Drive #9
Mission Square (The
Pink Building)
Corner of University &
Wynn Drive

•

Don't miss live A-Day Chats!1
lean* Stabler
Tuesday, April 17
7:00-8:00 p.m.

tattoo $ BodyPiercinci
Tatto Artist of the Year
1997,1998 & 1999
By Consumer
Business Review
Excellence in
Tattoo Artistry

601 ^ state'5
comprehensive coverage of Alabama and Auburn
spring football with news, notes and quotes from

TMMVTtfttnrfHi

Tuesday, April 24
8.-00-9:00 pjn.

ALABAMA

sponsoredby:

Southern LINC.

.A
'««*>«« «KHSW.TO Bra b«uoi>MkaiaM,>aT
h cooperated w*h The ttrtjvrfa fir**. The BemnghemKm and HMO Regofcr

fO

L I V E "
(www.al.com)
Alabama's Noma on the Nat
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Editorial
School days
By Dauphne Rogers
Editor-in-Chief

So, how was your Spring umbine tragedy. Thousands of
Break? If it was anything like emergency notebooks are being
mine, it wasn't long enough.
distributed to every public and
But fortunately, there are only private school in Alabama.
three, yes three—count them
1-888-SAV-KIDS, a toll-free
weeks of classes left.
hotline, was implemented last
Now don't get me wrong. I April and has received over
love listening to long lectures as 2,000 calls from students and
much as the next student, but parents since that time. The
spring fever has set in with a hotline has been advertised with
vengeance that just won't let up. public service announcements
Sound familiar?
in a "prevent school violence"
Most college students can't marketing campaign.
wait for summer to show its
There is also new legislation
shinning face—like when we in progress that will address the
were kids in elementary school, issue of escalating needs in ju
remember? Not much has venile facilities. The Children's
changed in that department. Or First legislation will improve
has it?
juvenile detention facilities and
Kids still look forward to boot camps and increase the
summer break, but their school- number of juvenile probation
related anxieties no longer cen officers and alternative schools
ter around such simple matters with funding secured by the
as how many days of class are state's share of the national to
left.
bacco settlement.
Now students—even those as
Now, I know a lot of people
young as six years old—have out there are probably shouting,
more pressing concerns to con "too little, too late!"
tend with.
And while it is true that an
The statistics are truly alarm ounce of prevention is worth a
ing. During the past three school pound of cure, standing idly by
years (1996-1999), there were 93 and twiddling your thumbs
violent school-related deaths.
while the world comes crashing
The fatalities included 9 el down around your ears cer
ementary school students, 16 tainly won't help matters any.
junior high school students, 64
I, for one, am glad to see the
high school students, and 4 stu state government and the school
dents from alternative schools. administrators doing something
In the most recent episode of to address the problem of vio
school violence, the six-year-old lence in our schools besides
age of the offender gave us our pointing the finger at parents
most alarming statistic to date. and the breakdown of the fam
Alabama is not immune to ily unit.
these new trends. Unbelievably,
It really doesn't matter how
the juvenile crime rate in our we got here. The fact of the mat
state grew at the rate of 144 per ter is that we are here, and we
cent from 1985 to 1995.
all need to work together to get
Although schools are still one ourselves, and most impor
of the safest places for children tantly, our kids out of here as
to be, they are nowhere near as quickly as possible.
safe as they used to be.
Don't think I'm naive. I know
Fortunately, Alabama is tak it took a long time for the coun
ing steps to address the needs try to spiral down into the hole
for increased school safety. Last we're in now and that it will take
year, the Governor, theState At time to fight our way out. But
torney General, and the State fight against the senseless assas
Superintendent of Education sinations of our children we
implemented the Alabama Safe must, and I applaud any and
Schools Initiative after the Col every effort to do so.
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Trigger locks are joke
By J. Caleb
Clanton

their super-duper cal work in such a de
culators in hand.
scribed manner. Ones
Little
Johnnie
like the murderers at
Opinion Writer
thinks to himself, Columbine
Fligh
As of lately, gun "Now they're gonna School in Littleton,
control has been a get it!"
Colorado are not go
topic of much debate.
Reaching into his ing to be deterred by
And, why shouldn't it black trench coat, a little trigger lock.
be, in light of all of the Little Johnnie, the They will either find
continued school snot-nose suburban the key to the lock or
shootings that have freak, pulls out his buy another firearm
taken place over the father's hand cannon. on the street in order
last couple of years?
At first, he feels a to carry out their evil
Currently, politicians little nervous, but missions of hate.
are talking of solving then he gains his
Such gun control is
this problem by enact strength and becomes a joke and an insult to
ing certain legislation determined to blow the integrity of ratio
that would mandate away all the math- nal population. If the
trigger locks on hand nerds that laughed at truth be told, gun con
guns.
him last semester be trol of the nature is
Now, image this: cause he could not perhaps
nothing
Little Johnnie, a new grasp
the more than a simplis
comer to the Trench Pythagorean Theo tic ploy by deceptive
Coat Mafia crowd, rem.
politicians to capital
has to prove his worth
"Yeah," he thinks, ize on some horrible
as a complete deviant "Like, I'm gonna, like, situation for the pur
to his immediate get'm just like in that pose of achieving
crowd of devil-wor Pearl Jam video, 'Jer their own ulterior mo
shipping brats. As emy'."
tives.
such, Little Johnnie
Little
Johnnie
The real problem is
plans a TCM-initia- yanks out his pistol as a moral and cultural
tion attack on his high his heart and soul are one in our nation. We
school. He has got it full of hate and re must address that de
in his mind to steal his venge. Jumping to structive notion in the
old man's pistol and front of the classroom, hearts of some that
shoot everyone that Little Johnnie aims his prompts violence as a
likes math.
gun at the kids in the legitimate strategy of
Monday morning front row, all while
action. Until we face
arrives. It's the big letting out a little yep
the source of the prob
day for Little Johnnie. of nervous laughter.
lems at hand, we are
He can't wait to taste He closes his eyes
merely attempting to
the blood of his first half-way and begins
treat the symptoms.
kill.
to squeeze the trig
Current gun con
Slowly, he walks ger. .. .there's a 'click,'
trol legislation seems
down the hall to but no 'bang.'
a bit like a tossing an
where all of the math
"Huh?,"
Little aspirin to an AIDs pa
classes are held, giv Johnnie asks himself.
tience and saying, "all
ing the Nazi salute to "Oh no, its that damn
better now."
all fellow TCMers. trigger lockl'
Want to holler at J.
He peers into room
The reality of the Caleb Clanton? Email
#13 and sees the AP matter is that trigger
him at clanton@
Calculus kids with locks are not going to
hotmail.com

Help Wanted!
,

L,

^e.Exponent is now hiring

for the position of associate sales person. Apwrrk*s!rUSt ?® dePendable and willing to
work. Salary plus commission. Hours will be
discussed upon application.
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Letters to the Editor
To the Editor:
of anti-personnel sider the demand for
Services you can be, what you fruits of you labor.
The catastrophic bombletts dropped computer related oc
will be."—General
3. Satisfaction in
floods
in over Laos during the cupations.
To the Editor:
Douglas
MacArthur
knowing that you
Mozambique have re Vietnam War are still
For 14 years OCS
In the March 23rd
Those
words
are
took one class that ac
ceived
extensive killing and maiming has been a co-host of
issue of The Exponent, the guiding principle tually has practical
news coverage. Dur Laotian
children the North Alabama I was disgusted at the
behind the greatest applications in the
ing the 1980s, a man- thirty years later.
College Placement ignorant comments and most powerful
real world, (you actu
made disaster in
Natural disas Employment Day that were published
fraternity
in
the
ally
get trained on a
Mozambique
re ters are a big favorite (NACPED).
This in "Across the Cam World. The history of
job that is offered out
ceived almost no me with the U.S. media event was established
pus." Especially the our organization is side of the University)
dia coverage. I know because they have all by UAH, Alabama response "Whoohoo,
legendary through
4. Relationships
because I wrote thou the drama and hu A&M, Oakwood Col Rush
KD" by our out the world. Our that you will carry
sands of letters about man interest of wars lege, Athens State,
medical students to
the atrocities in and bloodbaths, but and UNA for our the question "What brothers have been with you for the rest
every where and have of your life.
Mozambique to daily there is no possible common majors in do you think about
done everything.
5. Professional
newspapers and to way the U.S. govern Administrative Sci G o v e r n o r
There is no one that physical fitness pro
radio and TV stations, ment and ruling class ence, Liberal Arts, Siegelman's failure to
can oppose in the gram designed to as
and they disappeared can be blamed for and Science. This mention anything
World today. We are sist you in reaching
down a giant media them and no way year, on February 25, about higher educa
the preservers of free your full potential.
black hole.
timid, obsequious 175 organizations at tion concerns?" This dom, we liberate the
6. Upon successful
Renamo, a mer editors and station tended the event held shows irresponsibil
oppressed, we bring completion of ROTC,
cenary army similar managers can receive at the Von Braun Cen ity of the staff of The
down tyranny, and a commission in the
to the Contras, was any heat for bringing ter.
Huntsville, Exponent for UAH we return to our com United States Army
armed and trained by them to light. This let Decatur, Athens and and the students, and
munities to lead the as a Second Lieuten
the United States and ter has brought back Florence were among shows a great deal of
next generation into ant (2LT).
apartheid South Af some very uncom the 109 school sys ignorance of the UAH
the future. We are the
7. Lastly, financial
rica. Renamo in fortable memories, tems that partici medical students. It
United States Army.
compensation for you
vaded Mozambique and I am certain that pated. Of the remain also shows an unfa
We are offering you efforts. (Paycheck)
from South Africa and it too is destined for ing 66 non-education vorable impression of
a chance to achieve in
What costs are in
burned the schools, the aforementioned organizations, 59 in the Kappa Delta so
areas that others only volved in being in the
health clinics and black hole of Ameri dicated a need for Ad rority.
dream of. Regular ROTC:
peasant co-operatives can journalism.
ministrative Science
As students, we are fraternities work in
1. Sweat.
established by the so
Gary Sudborough students, 40 for Lib disappointed to be the community be
2. Hard work.
cialist government
eral Arts, and 27 for represented by such cause their charter
3. And Time.
there. They also
Science. (In addition, unintelligent com mandates it. We de
Those are probably
raped, tortured, muti To the Editor:
21 expressed an inter ments.
fend the community foreign concepts to
lated and sowed ter
I am writing this to est for Engineering
The question at from both foreign and many of you out
ror among the civilian respond to some of students.)
Three hand is extremely rel domestic threats be there, but I will wager
population. Thou the opinions ex weeks later, on March evant to us and many cause it is our per
that there are a few of
sands of citizens of pressed in the article, 14, OCS hosted the generations to come. sonal responsibility to
my classmates that
Mozambique are dis UAH Spring Job Fair UAH Spring Job Fair. In response to the do so. But I know that
will rise above mediabled and walking on receives mixed re Providing UAH stu question, we feel it is I cannot inspire the
ocrity and blaze a
crutches because a fa- views. Of the 54 re dents with access to G o v e r n o r patriotic spirit inher
path into the future.
vorite tactic of cruiting organizations almost 230 organiza Siegelman's responsi ent to Americans by
Some have already
Renamo was chop registered to partici tions in a three week bility to address such words alone. There
answered the call.
ping people's arms pate at the Job Fair, 37 period seems to show a vital issue, espe fore, I will appeal to
Michael Curtis, fresh
and legs off with ma indicated that they a significant amount cially when the you in a manner to
man, said I will stand
chetes. This does not typically had needs of effort by OCS.
people he was ad which you are accus up and accept the re
help them when they for Administrative
Finally, approxi dressing were at an tom to - rewards and sponsibility of being a
have to swim for their Science, 42 for Engi mately 30 new organi institution of higher costs.
citizen. "Through
lives in raging flood neering, 21 for Liberal zations were added to education.
As a member of the God's grace the
waters.
A
r
t
s
, NACPED and 13 of
Janet Wilks and United States Army United States is the
Millions of land and 36 for Science. the 54 recruiting orga
Sarah M. Belanger ROTC, each indi greatest nation on
mines were planted in Except for Science, nizations at the UAH
vidual will receive:
Earth; I will play a
Mozambique, and I this does not seem to Job Fair were partici To the Editor:
1. Quality leader role in protecting the
can only assume that be out of balance pating for their first
"Duty,
Honor, ship
experience country that I love."
they are now floating when you consider time. We are aggres Country.
gained through hands During the first two
around in the flood the graduation num sive
in
going
Those three hal on practical exercises.
after
new
contacts.
waters.
Noam bers. The lean toward
lowed words rever
Letters to the
2. Opportunity to
Rick Shrout ently dictate what leave college and im Editor continued
Chomsky makes the Science is not surpris
Director of Career you ought to be, what mediately see the
point that the millions ing when you conon page 14

•V
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Waves, continued from page 5
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"I don't agree with the prayer is like win- right shin from being share some of what he
hit-and-run ministry/' ning Final Jeopardy. shot and has fresh has received.
said Aaron Crouch,
As
marijuana memories of friends
"I don't believe
Wafted
T H
I*
"
f^ dying before his eyes when people say
sav
Lh*,22S£L*
^ grenade bk,B.
changing
youth ministry major, sound
systems,
He doesn't under people's lives out
You don t change pumping songs such stand classmates be
here," he said. "Those
lives without the rela- as Juvenile's "Back ing upset over some
businessmen were in
tionship."
That (Thing) Up,"
thing like a curfew.
Bosnia for only two
Among the more Catic prayed with
,
. 1 know what it's weeks, and they
captive audiences ~
avid, a baby-face like to lose every- changed my whole
were children, who boy wearing a pager thing. To live without life.'
.
j
o~
nung. JLU nve wirnour lire.
^tduKaylg ScLTt0 °tVer" e,eCtrici^ f°r tWO
them attention Alan
CatfrTJ
^""°^
PPCT °n
mng Water'" he said'
Catic 20 a Bosn an r H
nadonal cornered a ^LTm,^m
group of teen skate- war-torn S^evo^e
boarders whose atten- arrived in the United
tion span spiked, then States in 1997 after a
waned as the reli- group of American
gious questions got businessmen on an
more specific
evangelistic mission
Some went back to from Rockford went
skateboarding tricks, to Sarajevo to build
But one, 13-year-old playgrounds for chilDavid Lane of nearby dren there. Before
Dothan, Ala., took the meeting the businessstep of saying a men, he was not faprayer—considered miliar with Christianthe beginning of a ity and spoke little
personal relationship
.
x English.
„
with God—in a bookCatic, a forceful,
let distributed by impatient leader who
EST

Crusade for

, Althnntrh Ch i *
oughChristian
students insist there is
no competition, getmg a stranger to say

s°metimes

grated on

££2? ^ J"*
Wising
for e^te"£owdy
God, he said, is the masses.
very least he can do to

"It's real cool that

7

. less, and he joined in
a game of tug-of-war
staged by Judson stu
dents in an effort to
talk to people about
God. He asked
Fulkerson to pray for
him. "There's a lot of
people who would
probably say to them,
'Get away from me.'
See, I'm liable to pop
somebody in the
lege student but a
mouth if they said
convicted felon who that to me," Sink said.
"I don't have the
^
strength that they
aT"
do."
He wanted to enjoy
© Chicago Tribune,
spring break nonethe- 2000

*eS/ continued from page 1

Reti

Fay -probably
knew
' ". ^
more about insurance
than anybody ever realized. Nearly each
and every day she
handed out informa
tion about school in
surance to interested
students.
Also, Fay is described
by many members of

SGA and ACE
the
~ as be- are thankful
tiiaiticiux for
iur
me person who will do
manKiui
tor the
ing the person who dedication and sup- my job well, they will
created families out of port that she has pro- never hire anyone
their respective orga- vided all of these ten who loves the stu
nizations.
years.
dents as much as I
SGA
president
As Fay was remi- do."
Nathan Bowen has niscing one day, in reI, for one, can attest
often referred to Fay gards to her retire- that what she says is
as the cornerstone" ment, she was quoted true.
of SGA.
as saying that "while
She will be greatly
Both SGA and ACE they may hire another missed.
~

Letters to the Editor continued from page 13

gr°UP'S nerVCS'
yeafS/ rUsh Period'
spent time in a there is no service obSarajevo prison with ligation required
his father. He still This enables cadets to
bears a scar on his experience the Army
'

Club

Editors Note: The Exponent now has new policy regarding submis
sions to the campus club wire. The Exponent reserves the right to edit
all submissions for content. Due to space requirements, please limit
announcements to approximately 75 words. All submissions must be
given directly to Jennifer Roberts in the UC, room 104 on Tuesdays
etween 9:30 and 11 am or emailed to clubwire@yahoo.com no later
than 11 am on Tuesdays. No submissions left in the drop-box will be
| printed. Announcements are preferred on disk.

OMA Spring Picnic
The Office of Multicultural Affairs is sponsoring a picnic to be held
on April 14th-2000 from 11:30 am until 1 pm on the UC lawn. (I
weather conditions are not favorable, the picnic will be held in the
Spraggins Hall gymnasium.)

.

Even beachgoers
^
the PraXer
Big
Wh° dedined t0

they don't have any
inhibitions about
coming out here and
doing their thing be
cause you never
know what you're
dealing with out
here," said Donald
Sink, 38, an Arizona
native who recently
relocated to Panama
City Beach.
Sink was not a col-

Sigma Nu Fraternity

Welcome back. It's getting near the end of the semester and it's get
ting warm outside. That can only mean one thing. No we are not
I talking about exams coming up. Do you know what is this Saturday
I night? It is the annual Sigma Nu Summer of Love Party. Yes, you
have all heard the stories from it; so come experience the madness
yourself. Saturday Night at the Sigma Nu House. Quote of the Week
Everyone Needs Lovin'.

USPAW
UAH Students Promoting Animal Welfare (USPAW) will be having
their 1st meeting tonight at 7:30 in MH room 330. Anyone interested
in any kind of animal welfare issue is encouraged to join...cat and
I dog lovers to strict vegetarians. All students are welcome to attend.
|For more info, send e-mail to uspaw@yahoo.com.
_

first hand to determine if thev have
what it takes to make
a cSr
As a cadet progresses
through the program,
classroom instruction
goes into greater
depths and presents
greater challenges to
be overcome.
ROTC offers 2, 3,
and 4-year scholarships to qualified applicants.

If you think that
vnn
K *
i.
whatlt
f
Ame ica°'s h T
tact any of the following:
Major Johnson
AAMU ROTC
851-5773
rpjohnson@aamu.edu
CDT/MAJ E.W. Orr
UAH Sr. Cadet
895-0432
worr@HIWAAY.net

Staff Sergeant Lee
AL Army National
Guard
883-5860
A L - S p e c Forces@prodigy.net
If you like what
you are hearing, tell a
friend.
If you think I am
pompous ass, tell
three.
CDT/MAJ Ethan W.
Orr

Bollinger, continued from page 1
Also, Dr. Bollinger
was a recipient of the
Outstanding Teacher

Award in 1998.
Before teaching at
UAH, Dr. Bollinger

received her Ph.D.
from Princeton in
1993.

Candidates, continued from page 1
College of Science
(vote for 4)
Rachel Weaver
Scott Patterson
Leonard Frederick
Nicholas McDaniel

All UAH students
are encouraged to
show up at the polls
on the 12th or 13th.
Remember to bring
any valid photo I.D.

card.
For further infor
mation, contact the
SGA at 890-6375 or
sga@email.uah.edu.

Help Wanted!
,

^ Exponent is now hiring

for the position of associate sales person. Applicant must be dependable and willing to
work. Salary plus commission. Hours will be
discussed upon application.
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By Linda C. Black, Tribune Media Services (Week of March 27)

Aries (March 21-April 19). On Monday and down. Pay off debts on Thursday and sched work, however, on Monday and Tuesday. You

Tuesday watch where you're going. A lesson
will be learned; try not to learn it the hard way
You're getting smarter on Wednesday, and ro
mance looks good on Thursday, too. Don't
travel on Friday if you can avoid it. This
weekend's good for cleaning your place and
shopping for bargains. Stick to your budget.
A partner-type game's good on Sunday. Ten
nis, anyone?
Taurus (April 20-May 20). You're being
nagged mercilessly to finish old projects on
Monday and Tuesday. Just do it! You might
take some time off around Wednesday or
Thursday to complete a big project. From Fri
day through Saturday you could do well in
romance. Don't go far or spend much, how
ever. Save the paperwork for Sunday. You'll
be in the mood for it then.
Gemini (May 21-June 21). Your friends are
fun and provide a lot of support for you this
week. Have them help you find more money
on Monday and Tuesday. A conflict between
what you want to do and what you have to
do could arise on Wednesday. A friend can
help you with that around Thursday. Stay
home as much as you can Friday and Satur
day and clean house. Fix the place up nice
'cause you'll want to entertain a sweetie on
Sunday.
Cancer (June 22-July 22). You're pushing
toward your goals this week. That could be
exciting, especially Monday and Tuesday.
You're smart, but you're up against tough
competition, especially Wednesday. On Thurs
day and Friday ask for the money. Friday and
Saturday are good for studying, too. You may
be exhausted by Sunday. Give yourself plenty
of time to rest and to count your winnings.
Leo (July. 23-Aug. 22). You're gonna have
fun this week, but maybe not on Monday and
Tuesday. Finish old business then and don't
complain too much. Making overseas contacts
will be easier on Wednesday and Thursday.
You'll be confident and good looking then, too,
so be bold. Be practical Friday and Saturday
but buy yourself a new toy on Sunday. A book
would be perfect.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22). You may have
some money problems on Monday and Tues
day. Don't spend more than you've got.
Around Wednesday you'll come up with new
and effective financial schemes. Write them

Freedom, continued from page 2
ever?, in which she
gives insight into the
life of a citizen of a
communist country.
She recently finished her own book,
which is a parable entitled, The King and
His Minstrel.
The book will be
published in Romania
and it is a tale depicted in the year1000

which focuses on a
king's search for happiness.
"From the beginning, I wanted to be a
writer," says Uladuca.
Uladuca will depart for her homeland
tomorrow, April 7th.
She expects to re
turn to America in
September,

ule big dates for Friday and Saturday. On Sun
day you could win a prize or find a bonus.
Keep it!
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23). Are you worried
or angry about something? Talk to a legal ad
viser on Monday or Tuesday and learn about
your rights.
Wednesday you should be
cooled down, so do something fun with your
friends. On Friday and Saturday you may be
in the mood to clean out your closets. Do it
'cause then you'll have a good excuse to pam
per yourself on Sunday.
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21). A lot of work
needs to be done this week, so pace yourself.
Monday and Tuesday shouldn't be bad. Your
intuition's good, but don't get drifty. The boss
could be watching you on Wednesday. You
could get a raise if you're good at what you're
doing. By Thursday the heat should be off, and
on Friday you may have extra time to run and
play with your friends. That theme carries on
through Sunday.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21). Expect fun
and games this week, with the possible excep
tion of Monday and Tuesday. Figure out
whether or not you're paying too much; you
might be. Wednesday and Thursday are lots
of fun, but travel doesn't look good. Do some
thing romantic close to home instead of going
out. Be prepared for an inspection on Friday
and maybe one on Saturday, too. Relax with
the family on Sunday.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19). Monday and
Tuesday could be busy. Change things around
at home and don't put up with anything you
don't like. You'll find the money if you look
hard enough on Wednesday and Thursday.
Travel on Friday and Saturday and consult an
older person on Sunday. You could get some
good Advice.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb 18). You're study
ing this week if you're wise, which you are.
You may be doing something the hard way at

hate it when that happens. You may get a boost
from a partner on Wednesday or Thursday. By
Friday you should have a better routine. You
may find another source of income on Satur
day, so use the funds to travel on Sunday.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20). This week
you're concerned about money — and maybe
romance, too. Can't afford a gift on Monday
or Tuesday? No problem. On Wednesday and
Thursday you may find extra work that will
bring in the cash you need. Look for it, of
course. Spend time with your mate on Friday
and Saturday and buy presents for each other
on Sunday.

If You're Having a Birthday This
Week:
April 10: You can have the home of your
dreams this year. Use experience to inspire
bold action and turn fantasy into reality.
April 11: Get your nest cozy and comfy so
you can snuggle into it with that special some
one. Worries lead to action.
April 12: This year you're hot — and get
ting hotter. Love shines on you, and abun
dance is yours. Play by the rules.
April 13: Handle your relationship issues
this year so you can get on with making your
fortune.
April 14: You've worked hard before, and
you will again, but this year, work smart. Start
now.
April 15: This is a good year for cleaning
house, closets, your workspace and your
mind. Get organized, too.
April 16: You and your mate or partner have
a lot to discuss. It's a good year to resolve le
gal issues, too. Just do it.
Linda explains what's going on in greater detail
at (900) 950-9000,for 99 cents per minute. To leave
a message, call (888) 522-9533for free.
©2000 TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES,, INC.
© Tribune Media Services, 2000

VOTER REGISTRATION
DRIVE
If you are not a registered voter then please:

COME TO THE U.C.
MONDAY AND TUESDAY
APRIL 10&1 1
Please come and register to vote so that you will be ready
for the Primaries on June 6.

sponsored by

April 6, 2000
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new parts; body in Comic Corner on the
HELP WANTED or send email to good condition, en corner of Drake Av
knightr<®email.uah.edu.

EARN
EXTRA
CASH ONLINE $$$
New! No Selling or
B

u

y

i

n

g

www.expage.com/
page/kash4u

FOR SALE
Web TV for sale; In
cludes web TV unit,
remote keyborad,
Cannon
BJC-250
Bubble Jet Printer,
Web TV for Dummies
Book. Over $550
value for $300. If in
terested, call 830-9033

gine needs work. Call
For Sale: a Canon 256-232-6624.
MultiPass C2500
Color Bubble Jet 1977 Porsche 924, sil
Printer/Fax/Copier/ ver w/blk int., 4 spd,
Scanner; includes sunroof, 137K miles,
o
m
e
original
User's s
parts,
runs
well,
Manual and software. spare
Bought new for over good body, $1,900
$500; will sell for $175. obo. 828-6213
Call Jennifer at 776- MISCELLANEOUS
3602 or 890-6090.
Love Japanese Ani
1981 Jeep CJ7 Black, 6 mation? The Huntscylinder, 3 tops, 2 sets ville Alabama Anime
of doors, 130,000 Sociey meets every
miles, lots of newer/ Fri., 5-9pm at the

enue and South Me
morial Pkwy. Admis
sion is free and every
one is welcome. For
more information call
Tim at 881-9008

SERVICES
Audio Repair; CDs,
cassettes, amps; free
estimates; $35 flat fee
labor. Call Bill at 8801772 or email at
walkerl@hiwaay.net.

exponent.
uah.edu

By Ed Canty
10

ACROSS
1 1995 film
5 Flimflam
9PDO
13 Summer treats
14 German car
15 DCVIPs
16 P/eaJmeas flower

<Vv

17 118

21
2S

26

By GFRAssociates E-Mail:
Mail- CiFR, P.O. Box 461, Schenectady, NY 12381
crossword x!U7.7le

will be printed m next weeks ,ssue.

12

19

_

Advertisement information can be ob
tained by contacting Amelia Skinner, ad
vertising manager at The Exponent by
phone, fax.

Telephone: 890-6090
Fax: 890-6096
30

27

20 Total
32
21 Signs a not®
34
22 French wine
3-9
23 Mime
24 African country
42
25 Larger
144
28 Profit
29 Buick, Olds parent
46
47
41
32 Memento
54
S
33 Gentle
57
56
34 Murder
36 Format bashes
60
59
38 Seep
39 Sole
5 Speaker
40 Acknowledge
6 Prompts
41 Genetic stuff
7 Tafly
42 Harbor workers
8 Imp's goal
43 Takes out
9 Haffez al __
44 Challenge
10
Parch
45 Person from U.K.
11
Bancroft
or Boleyn
46 St. Francis of
12 "Hey you I*
49 Frankfurt's river
17 Vladimir's allowance
50 Greenspan's agcy.
18 Pitcher
S3 1919 baseball debacle
19
Mounted soldier
56 Pianist Nat
23
Author
Walker
57 Hack
24 Soap brand
58 Quick lunch
25 Grape vine support
59 Visualizes
26 Water ending
60 Aspen footwear
27 Public square
61 Got an A +
28 Celts
DOWN
29 Candlelights
1 Chest protectors
30 Pierre Curie's partner
2 Freedom defender
31 Warts, e.g.
3 Flash a smie
33
Shade
4 Computer key
34 Anwar

II

15

14

The Exponent is now
hiring for the position
of associate sales peiv
son. Applicant must be
dependable and
willing to work. Salary
plus commission.
Hours will be
discussed upon
application.
ADVERTISEMENT
INFORMATION

Crossword 101
" In The Black "

Help Wanted!

31

CLASSIFIEDS ARE FREE!

57
40
41

SI

52

55

36 Travelers
37 Fine meal
42 Undertaking
43 Mr. Clapton
44 Chops food
45 Footing
46 Kindergarten lesson
47
gin
48 Bargain event
49 Caesar's 1021
50 Bank failure assurer
51 Appraise
52 hemorrhaged
54 Acorn source
55 Magic Johnson's league
QyptablB Quota
" There is no finer investment
for any community than
putting milk in babies. "
. . . S i r Winston Churchill

Classified ads in The Exponent are free
for all UAH students, faculty, staff
and alumni. Contact The Exponent,
attention Jennifer Sharp at 890-6090
for more information or bring your
ad by our office in room 104 of the
University Center. You can also con
tact The Exponent office by fax at 8906096, or by email at sharpjl@email.

uah.edu. (All free classifieds will run for tzoo
weeks unless otherwise specified.)
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